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THE LANCET.

LONDON: SATURDAY, JANUARY 7, 1893.

WHEN commencing our first volume for 1892 we reminded
our readers that THE LANCET then entered upon the seventieth

year of its career, in which confession it might seem to be im-

plied that at the present date the part which we aspire to play
must be so well defined that, save for the purpose of private
and personal improvement, there could be no object in our

reviewing it. But upon the view which we have always
taken of our relation to our readers that is not the case.

We do not write merely to be read but also for the purpose
of giving expression to the feeling of the great profession
which we represent upon the various questions which from
time to time it is our duty to discuss and of putting that
expression of feeling upon record. In such a task the whole

profession is concerned with us and therefore it is fitting that
we should from time to time submit to our professional
brethren an account of the way in which our work has

been discharged. That their interest in this work is both

real and keen is abundantly evidenced not only by the con-
tinued growth of our subscription list but also by the contents
of our "Correspondence" columns, which are remarkable
not more for the variety of the topics therein treated of
than for the number of correspondents who contribute and
the extent of their communications. This, which is a feature
of THE LANCET upon which the Editors put the very highest
value, is, moreover, a feature which in recent years has under-

gone a great development. A reference to one of our past
volumes, though of recent date, will make good this assertion.
For example, in 1889 the" Correspondence 

" columns occu-

pied 130 pages ; whereas last year they extended to 267

pages. It is hardly necessary to add that in such a mass of

correspondence no single topic of interest to the profession
was lost sight of, and it would hardly be too much to allege
that every phase of opinion held upon debated subjects of this
order found some fitting expression.

It is not in this branch only of our work that the growth of
the past year has been marked. Indeed, it is interesting to
note how in various branches the volume of our work

expands by a sort of natural growth, corresponding in this

respect to the development of the studies with which our profes-
sion is identified. If a sufficiently long period of time-say, a
decade or the quarter of a century-is passed in review, it is

easy to discern that events are marching in ordered sequence
and with a rapid step. But like the travel of the shadow on

the dial the movement is in general too imperceptible for
direct observation. Epochs or epoch-making events must be
used as dividing lines to mark the hours and register the
movement if this is to be made sensible and amenable to

observation. So everybody is able to discern the growth by
which our art becomes more precise and our science

more profound. But in a more subtle way this pro-
cess may be traced in the increase registered from

year to year in the various departments of our work.

Every new view of the old facts brings some new facts
into light and every new fact registered leads sooner or later

to the enlargement of our theoretical comprehension of both
old and new. Thus on both sides the field cf our labour is

ever increasing and this growth is most graphically shown by
the increased demands which year by year are made upon
our space. Under this view the following statistics of our

publication during 1892 will be of interest. During 1892
one number extended to 216 pages, one to 200 pages, one to

168, two to 152, nine to 144, twenty-five to 136 and twelve to
128 pages. Only in one issue was the theoretical limit of 120
observed. Altogether the two volumes of THE LANCET for
1892 contain 7392 pages, an average of 142 pages for each

issue, an increase of five pages per number over the average
numbers of 1891. Not only has the work of composing
and publishing to be transacted at the office of the paper,
but for the more convenient and efficient accomplishment
of the work of analysis, of which the results are regularly
laid before our readers, a chemical laboratory has been fitted

up upon the premises in which this work is carried on.

Turning from these general aspects of our work we may
allude briefly to some special departments in which note-
worthy results have to be recorded. And here we must devote
a line to the mention of the Metropolitan Hospital Sunday
Fund collection which has always engaged the special interest
of our readers. That interest received an eminently practical
expression when in 1891 in response to an appeal made
in these columns the medical practitioners of London

circulated among their patients some forty thousand copies
of the special Supplement of THE LANCET prepared and
issued in support of that collection. A similar suggestion
elicited a like response from our readers last year, and

we doubt not that the personal interest which they have thus
shown has had a very substantial effect upon the success of

the appeal made to the religious congregations of the

metropolis. It is indeed true that we are not able this year
as we were last to point to some one munificent gift as having
been secured by the agency of THE LANCET Supplement,
but that could not be expected. With the aid of our

readers and of the various ministers of religion and their
coadjutors we were enabled to circulate one hundred and

forty thousand copies of the reprinted Supplement ; and we
are well satisfied that the wide diffusion of a knowledge of
the facts of the case thus brought about is precisely what
is needed to evoke the practical sympathy of the charitably
disposed in support of this most beneficent work.
Another work of charity, smaller in compass but of special

interest to medical men, which has been an object of no little
solicitude to our readers and ourselves during the past year, is
that carried on by the Council of the Royal Medical Benevolent

College at Epsom. This most admirable undertaking has

long suffered from want of funds and the combination under
one roof of an asylum for the old and a seminary for the

young-an arrangement which tends not only to overcrowd
the available space, but also to hamper the due and efficient

performance of the educational work. The excellent re-

sults which, in spite of this very serious disadvantage,
the teachers engaged there have been able to secure

have afforded proof enough that there is in them a

capacity for doing good work and accomplishing great
things in this department, which merits much more ample
recognition than it has yet received, and we have never

entered with a more cordial goodwill upon any task than upon
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that of assisting in the movement which has been set on foot danger and in the hour of distress he will be found adminis-
for improving the accommodation and making a more suit- tering needed help with self-forgetful devotion to a nobly
able provision for the pensioners than can be afforded at conceived duty, and in either case he will humbly but

Epsom. We have not so far secured all the support not unworthily fill the office to which he has been called-an
for which we have hoped from our professional brethen, and office than which none is more fitted to awaken and satisfy a
it has been found impossible to realise the conditions upon generous ambition among all the varieties of human duty.
which we as Proprietors of THE LANCET promised a subscrip- 

__________
tion of &pound; 1000 towards the fund. In these circumstances the

gift has been unconditionally made, and although it would IN our issue of July 2nd, 1892, we published a leading
have given much greater satisfaction to be able to announce article referring to a commission which we had appointed to
that the generosity of the public had floated the scheme we elucidate the occurrence and phenomena of malarial fever
are sanguine that that satisfaction is only delayed. Still, it in Africa. At the same time we issued a schedule of ques-
must not be forgotten that in these matters time is all- tions which we hoped would be widely answered, as we

important. Every year that slips by while the conditions sent them to many hundreds of practitioners who had

of .work at the school remain unimproved means so much been or who were practising in various parts of Africa.
time actually lost to useful work. In this, as in so many Accompanying the schedule, in most cases, a special
other instances, it is eminently true that bis dat, qui cito dat. letter was sent, calling attention to our endeavours to

We trust we may not be considered egotistical if we point clear up as far as possible the difficult points which still

out that from the date of its foundation, on October 5th, 1823. surround this subject and asking our correspondents to do
to our present issue of Jan. 7th, 1893, THE LANCET has their best to aid us in an inquiry which we believed would be
been uninterruptedly under the actual editorial direction of of the greatest use, not only to our colleagues who are bear-
members of the family of its founder, THOMAS WAKLEY, ing the burden and heat of the day in distant lands, but also
M.P. He, after many years’ active work as Editor, was to their patients and indeed to mankind in general. When

succeeded by his son, JAMES G. WAKLEY, M.D., since whose so much has been done to investigate and elucidate the
death in 1886 THE LANCET has been conducted by the etiology of phthisis and cholera, it certainly seems remark-

present Editors, THOMAS WAKLEY, F.R.C.S.Eng., and able that the medical officers of our army and navy, as well

THOMAS WAKLEY, jun., L.R.C.P.Lond., son and grandson as the useful and too often ignored colonial officials, should

respectively of its founder, who devote themselves exclu- not be able to do more than they have done in the past to
sively to this work and do not permit themselves to become clear up the etiology of a disease which above all others has
concerned in any professional engagements or business re- been the bane of tropical life.
lations that might possibly render them less able to deal Notwithstanding all the letters and communications which

disinterestedly with the various matters which from time we have received upon the subject during the past few
to time come before them in their capacity as Editors of years the response to our present inquiries has not come
THE LANCET. up to our anticipations. Up to the present date only
The year upon which we have now entered will bring its twenty-four gentlemen have been kind enough to meet our

own tasks and its own enlargements of the tasks with which desires by answering the detailed queries which we addressed
in previous years we have grown familiar. We are sanguine to so large a number. It is quite possible that the distance
of being able to meet them as they arrive chiefly because we of so many of our colleagues from the ordinary postal com-
are confident that never before has the support of the medical munication explains this fact, but of one thing we are sure-
profession been extended more ungrudgingly to us and the that the answers we have received have more than justified
interests to which our efforts are devoted, than at the present our wish to investigate the subject of malaria in Africa. They
time. It needs no great discernment to foresee that in this have already shown that up to the present time the various

year 1893 knowledge will be increased and the interchange of observers have been very far from agreeing in their estimate
views and opinions will be promoted in an even more than as to the essential nature of malaria. Some, indeed, of our
usual degree. It is not impossible that grave anxieties correspondents seem to think that malarial disease does not
may lie in wait for us, for a recrudescence of the even exist ; others that what is termed "maiaria " is only
cholera epidemic of 1892 could hardly have less than another name for chill ; and others, that the disease in

very serious consequences in 1893, and he would indeed question is only a peculiar derangement of the so-called

be a sanguine man who would count with any confidence heat-regulating centre.

upon a total escape of the civilised world from such a We do not wish in any way to forestall the outcome of our

mishap. But be that as it may, we have at least this inquiry, which will prove, we are sure, of considerable interest.
firm ground of satisfaction in looking forward into the We would, however, again ask as many of our correspondents
uncertain and impenetrable future. We know that it as possible to answer the questions which we have addressed
will be our privilege to represent a profession which will to them. They have been able, no doubt, to form some opinion
acquit itself worthily. An unbroken past justifies us in on the matter and, as we have taken considerable trouble to

saying that, whether the lot of the medical practitioner be specify the various points upon which there appears to be most
c,ast in times of public quiet and prosperity or in times of diversity of opinion, we hope that many will make a special
disease and stress and storm, he will be found exhibiting effort to send us their observations in regard to them. 

’

qualities worthy of his calling and his post. At leisure A glance at the reports which have been received

he will be found diligently prosecuting those researches shows how important it is for widespread information to
which lie at the foundation of his arts-in the place of be gathered before there can be any hope of ultimate
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agreement on the subject. Take, for instance, one point : 
one-half of our correspondents, in reply to our query about ’,
rigors, say that they do not occur in malarial fever; the other
half say that they form an invariable symptom of the disease.

Again, most of the observers have apparently been unable to
ascertain anything regarding the condition of the blood or of
the urine in patients suffering from malaria, and for want of !,
definite facts in regard to these two points we are, of course,
unable to come to any conclusion about them or to collate

them with LAVERAN’S and other researches. With respect to
the so-called Blackwaterfever in Africa, whatarewetoholdasa
correct view ? We have heard of Blackwater fever in America

and in various other parts of the world, but when we come to

investigate and analyse the reports of it in West Africa we
are bound to confess our inability to form any definite opinion
on the subject. The difficulty we experience, moreover, in
estimating the value of conflicting opinions is that we have
no detailed results of any examination of the blood or urine. I

Thirty or forty years ago it used to be dogmatically held
that some forms of yellow fever might be considered as only
varieties of malarial fever. How can this, however, be recon-
ciled with the investigations which have recently been made
into the subject of yellow fever by FREIRE of Rio and others 7
We want our correspondents to try, so far as they are able,
to contrast the differences between yellow fever and severe
forms of malarial fever, and also to estimate the relations,
if any, which exist between enteric fever and malarial fever.

We cannot help thinking also that, notwithstanding the heat
and discomfort of a residence in Africa, it is possible to
make more careful and detailed investigations than have
hitherto been undertaken as to the condition of the urine

and other excreta of patients suffering from these diseases.

THE more we think of the new departure in diploma-
granting contemplated-for it is as yet, we believe, only
contemplated-by the University of Edinburgh the more are
we convinced that it needs to be very much criticised. If there

is one thing of which authorities on medical education are
convinced it is that examinations are becoming a great evil.
No doubt to a certain extent they are a necessary evil, but
nevertheless they are in themselves a very serious evil. To

propose five brand-new examinations is an astonishing pro-
posal. For it must be understood that these are not to supersede
any existing examinations. The unfortunate graduate who
has been under the delusion that in taking the degrees of a
great University he was doing something extra-something
above what was required by the mere licensing bodies-is to
learn that his degrees are "lower degrees " that have been
obtained by mere " elementary training "-that the real

distinctions are now to begin by acquiring from one to

five diplomas, which are to put his degrees into the shade,
each to occupy at least one special year of study and to be
the subject of a special examination.
No matter how a student may distinguish himself in his

classes during the ordinary curriculum and in the examina-
tions for the existing degrees, honours are not to accrue to
him as they have hitherto done. " Honours " are to be

reserved for those taking the ulterior courses and examina-
tions required for the fantastic process of specialisation, who
are also to be rewarded with a diploma guaranteeing them to

be precocious rhinologists, cardiologists, nephrologists,
gyn&aelig;ologists and hallucologists I

These proposals are a long step towards the fulfilment of
that prophecy of Dr. HERON WATSON that ere long the

process of medical education and qualification will bring
the student up to the ripe age of forty years. There may
be worldly wisdom in such proposals from the University
standpoint, but from the standpoint of the student-of his
health and his fitness for the practical work of his pro-
fession-we very much question the wisdom of prolonging
his stay in Edinburgh, where the clinical field-of prime
importance in respect of special medical work-is notoriously
inadequate for even the existing number of its students.
So far as we are able to divine the motives for this

new departure, they will be found in a belief that it

will add to the attractions of Edinburgh as a medical

school and enable it the better to compete with London

as a school of practical and clinical teaching. Edin-

burgh is a great school, a great centre of medical

education, and nothing but grievous errors of judgment and
taste on the part of her leading teachers are likely to alter
that fact. But surely she is in some danger of falling into such
errors at the present moment and in this new movement; for
what does the very statement of it involve? First, it involves
a disparagement of her degrees-they are to be eclipsed
by her diplomas-a reversal of all academic conceptions
of the respective value of degrees and diplomas. Her

graduates cannot but resent such distinctions, and her

detractors will be ready to point the finger of dis-

paragement at her degrees and will be able to quote in

justification the language of her own professors. The

prestige of the University of Edinburgh is enough to sustain
her for centuries yet to come in the first rank of medical

schools if she will but recognise the limitations of her

field, especially of her clinical field, and sustain above

all things the high character of her proper medical degrees.
Surely the more unprejudiced of those interested in the

welfare of the Edinburgh school must see that by pro-
moting this scheme of special diplomas Edinburgh is only
likely to demonstrate her weakest point. They must see that
if specialisation in diplomas is to be accepted it will not stop
at Edinburgh, or at the other Scottish Universities to which
the new medical ordinance of the Commissioners applies
equally as to Edinburgh. London and Manchester will be

able to assert a still stronger claim to be schools of

specialism. So long as Edinburgh holds high the standard
of her graduation and can honestly show that it is higher
than the standard of the corporations she is on strong
and dignified ground. When she attempts to take the initia-
tive in creating a race of pretentious specialists that can
have had but little practical experience she immediately
descends to vulgar ground on which she can easily be beaten.
We have nothing but pleasure in seeing schools competing
to give to their pupils the greatest amount of special and
valuable teaching in practical subjects, and we are well
aware that Edinburgh contains a number of able and accom-

plished teachers, intra-mural and extra-mural, far beyond
her mere professoriate, who are eager to find a proper

recognition and emolument in connexion with the large
number of students that still flock to her school. Such men

ought to find ample function and recognition with the
A 4
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existing numbers, which, however, are said to show some skilled medical staff, and since the Local Government Act
falling off in consequence of the greater care and attention provided for the appointment by county councils of a medical

given in England of late years to practical teaching. By all adviser it may naturally be assumed that it was the inten-
means let the Scottish schools develop their practical side to tion of the Legislature that these bodies should act in

its utmost and curtail their systematic lectures ; and let this respect in the same way as the central authority.
her younger teachers who devote themselves to practical and But the reverse is the case; and a number of county
clinical classes share in the dignity and the profit of councils, forgetting that it has been held necessary that
University work. What we object to is the multiplication of the public health affairs of each constituent district

examinations and diplomas with the admitted purpose of should be carried out under the guidance of a local

multiplying specialties instead of raising the standard of the medical officer of health, fancy themselves competent
existing degrees. Edinburgh will be judged by her graduates without any such corresponding officer to deal compre-

and not by her specialists, and her best friends will sincerely hensively with the health and sanitary administration

rejoice to hear that she hesitates to set the example to of whole counties ; and, further, finding themselves in

other examining bodies of a most doubtful new departure. some difficulty because they have no medical adviser, they,
We have said nothing as to the registrability of such in the first place, seek to obtain a great deal of informa-

diplomas. The ordinance may receive the sanction of the tion in excess of that which even the central authority
Privy Council, which we believe to be necessary for all deem necessary, and they then proceed to ask the local

such ordinances. But we do not understand that they will health officers to give them for this purpose their gratuitous
have any claim to be registered under the Medical Acts in services. Had they asked the clerks to the various sanitary
the sense in which sanitary diplomas were made registrable authorities to compile the desired returns on the same terms

by the Act of 1858. The promoters of this most doubtful the scheme would speedily have collapsed ; but medical men
scheme have not yet submitted it to the judgment of have, in dealing with individual cases of health, been so

the Medical Council. If we appear to speak severely on liberal in giving gratuitous advice and services that even

this subject it is from no want of interest in the University authorities having all the public rates from which to draw
of Edinburgh-a University which has numbered amongst do not hesitate to ask for similar gratuitous help when public
its graduates the names of WATSON, of WALSaE, of questions are involved.

MURCHISON, of STOKES and CORRIGAN and GRAVES, as of The Devon County Council have even discussed the question
ALISON and SYME and CHRITTISON-but for the very of reporting the Paignton Local Board to Whitehall as a

opposite reason-our desire to see the leading University of "defaulter," but the proposal was wisely dropped. Other

Scotland maintain her high and her deserved reputation. county councils have made certain representations as to

default to the central authority, but we believe we ar

right in stating that the Local Government Board have

WE commented in a recent issue on a request which had never sent one of their own inspectors to investigate the

been made by the chairman of the Cornwall County Council question of default, except in regard to counties for which

to be supplied by the various local medical officers of a medical officer of health had been appointed-that is to

health, on special forms compiled by the county council, say, in cases in which the complaint of the council as to
.with a number of data relating to vital statistics and general local default in protecting the public health was presumably
sanitary administration, and we expressed the opinion that based on proper medical judgment.
if the county council desired information of this sort they For the present it seems to us that local health officers are

ought, in the first instance, to appoint a county health officer. entitled to remember that their services belong only by right
We now find that somewhat similar requests are being made to the bodies by which they are appointed, and that, except
by other county councils, who, whilst they do not hesitate where.they desire to assist a colleague who holds the post of
to make demands for information which can be neither county health officer, they should supply to county councils

properly compiled nor properly utilised without medical no other information than that required under statute or official

judgment, send out notices as to their requirements with- order, except on payment for their services, and even then
out any offer of a fee for services rendered and without only after having obtained the sanction of their authorities.

having any official means of putting the information in Some local authorities have felt that the attempt to secure

question to its proper uses. At Paignton in Devonshire information through their health officer has amounted to an

the information has been distinctly refused by the local attempt to place that officer in the position of a complainant
board, and the time has come when some general action against the body whom he professedly serves, and they have
should be decided upon, in view of the attitude adopted by warned him accordingly. One other point deserves to be

some county councils. borne in mind. Medical members of county councils will, we

Under the Local Government Act and the Orders of the feel sure, not give such services to their councils as will go to
Local Government Board the local medical officer of health uphold those bodies in their attitude of refusing to appoint
is required to give to the county council or county councils a county health officer, and the existence of a medical

of the county or counties within which his district is situated practitioner, whether retired or not, on a county council
the same information as he gives to the Local Government should not be regarded as a reason for supplying any such

Board with regard to any outbreak of infectious disease and council with information beyond that which it is the duty

to transmit to them copies of his annual report and 
of a health officer to submit to the county authority.

of all special reports. We need hardly remind our &mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;*&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;

readers that at the Local Government Board all such WHEN a star of chivalry-a GODFREY or a DUGUESCLIN-
information and reports are submitted to the judgment of a rode into the lists to fight for his ideal of all that was fair
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and pure and honourable he bore on his shield a device by
which, even with visor down, he could be recognised by the
spectators. The choice of such an emblem with its com-

panion motto was one of great importance and came to
distinguish its bearer not only in tournament but in

stricken field. "The old order, " indeed, "changeth," but
this especial custom clings to the knight-errantry of

the modern day-the knight-errantry that in the arena

of journalism does battle for freedom and reform,
for the suppression of the impure and the vindica-

tion of the salutary and the good. Instances of a

happy choice of emblem or rubric by the leaders of the

public press will at once rise to the mind, and we may be
excused if, after the attainment of our "threescore years
and ten," we revert for a moment to the name of THE

LANCET. It was the chosen appellation and device of a
medical journal started to combat jobbery, with its "bloated
armaments " (to borrow Lord B;EACONSFIELD’S phrase), the

professional "close boroughs" and all their attendant

nepotism, corruption and inefficiency. Plethoric corporations,
which had battened on the unrecognised and unrequited
work of generations of sound and self-denying public servants,
demanded a treatment with alteratives the efficacy of which
had to be ensured by local and periodical depletion. That

the therapeutics in question were sagaciously conceived and

effectively carried out is now matter of history, which has put
on undying record the name of its practitioner as well as that
of the instrument with which he practised. The physician or

surgeon of the present day, brought up under the free and

openly competitive system for which THE LANCET lived and
laboured, requires some effort of imagination to realise the
"close-time" of seventy years since-metaphorically speak-
ing, he must" see these roads before they were made," to

appreciate the tunnelling, the blasting, the levelling up and
the levelling down, begun and completed to construct

the highway over which he is now wafted in his

sleep. Nor was it in the British Isles alone that

the work of THE LANCET was conspicuous. Imitation

-that sincerest form of flattery-followed its lead in conti-
nental Europe and even in the new world ; and to combat a
similar state of professional torpor and corruption many
journals, borrowing the name and the style, if not the skill,
of the parent, arose throughout Christendom. Our corre-

spondents at the central European schools might usefully
make a survey of the history of their medical journalism
and show how many a capable and well-inspired organ
adopted the title and the methods and achieved some-

thing like the reforms of its London progenitor. Let

one instance suffice. Fifty years ago Holland took a

mighty lead in physiological and pathological research

chiefly under the auspices of the great GERARD JOHN
MULLER and his disciples. To further the reforms it had pro-
moted in doctrine and in teaching his school started a special
organ and the name assumed for it was the Nederlandischer

Lancet. Under DONDERS (the great ophthalmologist) and his

hardly less able compeers, ELLERMAN and JANSEN, the journal
rose to fill something like the place occupied by its London

namesake, insomuch that in 1847, at the memorable first

meeting of VIRCHOw and MOLESCHOTT, the young German

pathologist told the young Dutch physician that the

Nederlandise7ter Lancet aroused his admiration and enthu-

siasm. To this Netherlands copy of a British original
the surgery and medicine of Teutonic Europe owed a

revival-so true it is that the initiation of nobly inspired
reforms is not only a good in itself, but a cause of good in
others. Indeed, THE LANCET’S true monument is " Circum-

spice "-an all-round comparison of the professional status
and standards of to-day as contrasted with those of "seventy
years since " ; and it is a monument in which (whatever the
inevitable streaks in the marble) its founder would have

taken pride for its realisation of all he held most dear.

Annotations.
"Ne quid nimis."

PREPARING FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

ONE of the great medical events of the year now opening will
be the International Congress of Medicine and Surgery to be
held in Rome on Sept. 24th-30th. Committees, Italian and
oreign, have worked effectively with the central Comitato
Organizzatore " for the elaboration of its programme and for
the convenience and comfort of its participants, but it is in
Rome itself that, naturally and properly, the greatest
activity still prevails. Not only is the Policlinico in whose
magnificent halls the sittings will take place still far from
completion, but the other hospitals throughout the city require
ameliorations neither few nor small to fit them for the scrutiny
of the medical world from such centres of civilisation as

London, New York, Paris, Vienna and Berlin. Of this no one

is more sensible than the President of the Congress, Dr.
Baccelli, himself. One of the very busiest men in Christen-

dom, he has assumed an extra burden of thought and care in
view of the " march past " of Italian medicine before the

critical eyes of Europe and America, and no effort is being
spared on his part to make every arm of that "service"
appear as capable and effective as possible. Meanwhile the

physicians and surgeons of other nationalities who intend to
assist on the occasion have also their special duties to per-
form. One of these is that of fitting themselves as far as
they find it practicable for the part they have to play
not only as audience but even as protagonists. More
than one British consultant and academic teacher-a yet
larger number, we believe, from Germany-are prepared to
read papers and contribute to the discussions in the language
of Italy, and we cordially congratulate them on their having
so qualified themselves. The accomplishment, we are quite
sure, will be found to be much more common among our re-

presentatives than is generally admitted-a working know-
ledge" of Italian, by which is meant ability to read or even
write it, being far more widely diffused among the

profession than its censors think. This knowledge has
only to be carried a step further-has only to call
in the aid of the " parlatore " to become available for con-
versation or spoken discussion. To such as have still

that "working knowledge" to acquire there are various
avenues to it possible. One is the time-honoured recourse
to grammar and dictionary, followed by the perusal of a
standard author-a method by no means unpleasant when
pursued with such a beautifully scientific manual as Dr.

Demattio’s "Grammatica Italiana," Innspruck, 1875, curu-
bined with such an excellent "Vocabolario" as Fanfani’s

(Florence, 1891) and applied, let us say, to a comedy of
Goldoni. Another and much more expeditious way is that
recommended by our own Milton and Locke-to wit, com-
paring a good English translation of an Italian work with the


